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Residential construction and operation account for a great 

percentage of Ontario’s energy usage. Dwellings are undoubtedly 

indispensable, yet their necessity is not enough to justify the 

considerable energy this sector expends. In architectural education 

and practice, energy efficiency tends to assume a secondary role, one 

subordinate to aesthetic considerations. This divide jeopardizes the 

industry as increasing societal pressure demands that the profession 

respond to sustainability expectations. This thesis proposes an 

alternative workflow for architects that places energy performance 

considerations on par with design decisions. Through energy and 

daylighting simulations that consider quantitative and qualitative 

interventions, the analysis of two existing Toronto laneway homes 

uncovers a close relationship between aesthetic and performance 

considerations, demonstrating that design choices directly impact 

a home’s performance. The evaluation results in a methodology to 

guide the design process of a new laneway home to ensure that 

a balance is continuously struck between design and efficiency.
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This thesis examines the energy use and design of two Toronto houses to develop a 

new design methodology. It aims to balance qualitative and quantitative factors in residential 

architectural design in order to produce a conscious, thoughtful, and responsible house. The 

energy and daylighting analyses of two existing laneway houses uncover this methodology, 

which will then be practically demonstrated through the design of a new laneway house.

preamble

introduction

The primary concern defining twenty-first century subsistence involves the question of 

sustainability, an ethos attempting to respond to the veil of mystery shrouding the future of our 

planet. Statistics condemn modern lifestyles and habits, fixating on the energy they demand 

and the toll they take on resources. The largest offender regarding energy use in Canada — 

and therefore a significant target for change — is the building sector.1 Throughout a building’s 

life, from its construction phase through to its operation, its energy demands do not falter. 

This notion is unsurprising, as we spend most of our lives indoors. While this is an intuitive 

correlation, concern regarding these statistics may not be amply reflected in the early stages of 

design and construction.

As a student of architecture, my personal experience has shown that university 

teachings recognize two dominating characteristics of architectural education and practice: 

design and sustainability. My education has suggested that beautiful and responsible spaces 

exist, that buildings can successfully marry design and environmental excellence — examples 

include Renzo Piano’s California Academy of Sciences and Peter Busby’s VanDusen Botanical 

Garden Visitor Centre. However, while modern curricula, technology, and research are 

attempting to rectify this distinction, the two pedagogies still largely exist as separate entities 

with some overlap. Where an overlap does occur, it can be argued that one of these prevailing 

ideas is compromised in favour of the other — an exceptionally sustainable building can be 

simply labelled as highly functional, while beautiful buildings can read as objects in space with 

limited practicality and response to site conditions. 

This divide is further strengthened by popular attitudes. Aesthetic considerations are 

tremendously valued in the architectural sphere, emphasized by the desirability of ‘starchitects’ 

and their signature works. The prevalence of celebrity architects in the profession and their 

public perception underline the importance of design, leading to a type of practice where 

inquiry

laneway house: an 
independent dwelling 

unit residing at the rear of 
the same lot as a principal 

dwelling (whether 
detached, semi-detached, 

or a townhouse) and 
accessed by a laneway, or 

secondary road >>
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our architecture arguably responds first and foremost to aesthetic considerations while energy 

performance becomes a secondary responsibility, an obligatory, often uninspired add-on.

Due to the necessity of shelter, the field of architecture has no choice but to respond 

to the current social climate and its growing expectations. While we may spend a great deal 

of our time in public buildings — offices in which to work, stores in which to shop, institutional 

buildings in which to interact — the home is the constant to which we return and escape at the 

end of the day. It is where we shape daily habits and exercise lifestyle decisions. Because of its 

pivotal role in the everyday lives of millions and its ranking as the third highest energy consumer 

in Canada after the industrial and transportation sectors,2 the house cannot be disregarded in its 

contribution to the discussion of energy. It is here, in the urban residential sector, that a change 

will be proposed.

According to Natural Resources Canada, between 1990 and 2016 there was a 51% 

improvement in energy efficiency in Canada’s residential sector. Overall trends revealed a 

2.4% rise in residential energy use since 1990 due to the increased number and volume of 

households, and increased use of appliances and air conditioning; without any improvements 

in energy efficiency, however, usage would have increased 53.0%. The majority of energy 

was expended heating interior spaces (61.0%), followed by water heating (19.0%), appliances 

(14.0%), lighting (4.0%), and space cooling (2.0%).3 In Ontario, the secondary energy use for 

single detached homes showed a downwards trend: in 2017, energy use decreased by 1.3% 

from 2016, and 11.1% from 2015.4 

This data shows great improvement in energy use and efficiency in recent years, as 

numbers peaked in 2014 and have since been declining.5 A crucial consideration for architects 

is that statistics from over twenty-five years show that there has been a 16.1% increase in the 

average size of a single detached home (from 137 m² per house in 1990 to 160 m² per house 

in 2016).6 These facts highlight that energy efficiency is an important factor in the modern-

day design and occupation of homes, and that improved design, reduced average area, and 

continued improvements to performance can further reduce these numbers.

If residential construction and operation account for the majority of Ontario’s energy 

use, why does the architectural design process separate aesthetic and efficiency considerations 

instead of using performance as a design tool to demonstrate that design choices directly 

impact the overall performance and efficiency of a home? This thesis aims to uncover the 

relationship between different kinds of design decisions, namely those considering aesthetics 

introduction

secondary energy: the 
byproduct — in the form of 
electricity or heat — of raw 

fuel (primary energy)

>>



and those concerning energy performance and occupant comfort.

If a relationship does exist, perhaps the most impactful way to address it is through the 

altering of the workflow of architects, home builders, and designers. Typical practice suggests 

that a design is developed to a certain level of completion before its performance is assessed, 

usually by an energy simulation software; depending on the results, energy considerations will 

be incorporated into the design with various degrees of success. The result is a thoughtfully 

conceived design that must bend to the will of efficiency, a compromise that usually precipitates 

the addition of a ‘green’ building technology as a Band-Aid solution that fails to address the 

bigger problem. This approach of design first, performance later discourages holistic thinking 

— in considering design and performance together, the true root of the problem is unveiled, as 

complex issues such as these demand unconventional and imaginative solutions that consider 

design and performance in tandem. An adjustment to this architectural workflow would bring 

design and performance into a more intimate relationship, allowing performance to come to 

the forefront of the design discussion in the early stages of a project’s acquisition.

This research intends to investigate how more responsibility can be placed on the 

designer in residential design. The ensuing explorations aim to direct practitioners intent on 

considering performance in tandem with design to become more aware of how simple design 

choices, like the initial moves made during a project’s conception, can account for notable 

improvements to the efficiency of a home, and encourage ongoing dialogue between design 

and efficiency considerations throughout the design process.

13introduction



The following terms and their definitions are adapted to align with and frame the goals 

of the research.

The research operates under the umbrella term of sustainability, the principal motive 

behind considering the impact of design on performance. In 2015, the United Nations Division 

for Sustainable Development Goals adopted seventeen goals to guide global practice; their 

broad definition for sustainability includes ending poverty and hunger, ensuring inclusivity, 

health, and equality for all, and creating environments and habits that promote safety, 

preservation, and the reduction of climate change. While these goals touch on resiliency, 

resource management, and consumption,7 in a general sense that is specifically applicable to 

the building sector, sustainability refers to the ability to live where one’s present needs are 

reasonably met without jeopardizing the ability of future generations to do the same.8 With 

this in mind, sustainability is defined as the mindset that the current state of affairs needs to 

change because if the status quo is unchallenged, the quality of life (reflected in the physical 

environment and the well-being of all living things) will irreversibly suffer. In response, the 

motivation of this thesis is to suggest a course of action that could improve both the efficiency 

and quality of residential building stock. The effects of such improvements include the 

thoughtful use and consumption of resources and the creation of healthier living environments.

Energy usage in the residential industry encompasses the numerous aspects of building 

and living in a home and their impacts, including transportation of resources, people, labour, 

materials (their acquisition, installation, disposal), and operation (heating, cooling, ventilation, 

water usage). While all are important to consider when discussing energy, this thesis is simply 

concerned with end-use energy, namely what is required by the occupant to run the home. The 

dwelling type in question for this study is the single-family home, a free-standing volume with 

at least four exterior walls that is occupied by one or more people9 in an urban environment, 

and most likely surrounded by similar housing units.

Energy demand, or energy loading, is the requirements and pressures placed on a 

building and its systems in order to operate. As long as the house is in operation, it is always 

drawing energy and placing a demand on the grid or other energy sources. Demand is directly 

related to performance, the evaluation of the home’s inputs and outputs determined by the 

supply of resources, occupant usage, demand, and environmental factors. It is affected by the 

efficiency, quantity, and quality of these sources and is mainly concerned with the operational 

14introduction
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phase of design. These factors are inversely related — increased energy performance will lower 

energy demand, while a poorly performing building draws excessive energy. The product 

of this relationship is energy efficiency or conservation, where the energy used at its final 

destination is saved because less of it is required to meet mechanical and lifestyle demands.10

The question of design is in both contrast and collaboration with these concerns for 

considerate consumption. In this research, the definition of design pertains to the aesthetic 

appearance and formal, spatial, and programmatic decisions that establish the as-built houses, 

the product of the client’s needs and wishes, their budget and the economy, existing trends 

and conventions, and structural requirements. The multi-faceted design is the outcome of 

a workflow, the process of arriving at a proposed design through careful consideration 

of competing factors and their consequences. In the application of the research, design is 

placed in parallel with the concept of performance in the hopes that a close relationship can be 

uncovered through careful analysis and parsing of the architectural method.

The investigation will evaluate and attempt to balance quantitative and qualitative 

decisions. Quantitative denotes something that is measured in terms of its number or amount — in 

this application, it refers to decisions that target efficiency in a numerical and directly tangible 

way. For example, reducing a home’s energy usage through the addition of more insulation 

is a quantitative action; the addition of the new material resulting in a reduced load on the 

mechanical heating system directly impacts the efficiency of the home, but it has very little 

implications on the formal arrangement of the space. Conversely, qualitative denotes 

something that is measured in terms of its character and composition — in this application, 

it refers to decisions that target efficiency in an intangible way. For example, the placement 

of windows will affect the activity within a space; direct sunlight may be more desirable in 

some spaces, whereas reduced or diffused lighting might be better suited in others. Both 

quantitative and qualitative decisions affect occupant use and comfort to different extents and 

degrees. The research aims to demonstrate that thoughtful design is the result of the marriage 

between quantity and quality, harmoniously achieving design and performance excellence.

15introduction
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The principal method of inquiry of the thesis is research-by-design. Using realized and 

built examples, it is a process that emphasizes rigour, detail, and logic to arrive at empirical 

results that can be observed and quantified.

The relationship between design and performance was explored through the analysis 

of two case studies of existing single-family, detached homes in Toronto, Canada. Due to their 

scale, the variables were fewer and easier to isolate than in a multi-unit residential building. The 

detached home provided an isolated study of the life and habits of a single families in urban 

Toronto. A close reading of the as-built design was followed by quantitative and qualitative 

investigations that revealed the roles and relationships of design and performance in the 

homes. This process and its results were then used to develop a methodology to guide the 

workflow for designing other single-family homes; as a conclusion to the research, the method 

was tested by designing an urban laneway home.

The initial investigations were conducted through a comparative analysis of two 

different architectural design and evaluation tools, BEopt (Building Energy Optimization) and 

Autodesk Revit. BEopt allows users to optimize the design of a new or existing house to achieve 

net-zero energy. The user defines the floor plan of the house and categorizes the spaces by 

use and construction type. The building’s assembly, construction, mechanical, electrical and 

miscellaneous systems are selected from a list of predefined options that reflect realistic 

standards, products, regulated practices, and cost. The existing scheme is then evaluated while 

referencing a base point of the user’s choice, such as a net-zero model, and the program 

projects a path that can be followed to achieve the aforementioned reference point.11

Autodesk Revit is a Building Information Modelling (BIM) software. It is an interdisciplinary 

tool that aims to define a complete picture of a building with a high level of detail (including 

the architectural, structural, and mechanical designs) before construction begins to save time, 

money, and resources. While its primary function is to communicate clearly across different 

Architecture, Engineering, & Construction (AEC) disciplines, it also features an analysis plug-

in — supported by EnergyPlus, an industry-standard software for energy simulation — that can 

calculate a design’s efficiency and impact at any stage of its process. Though it is commonly 

used for larger buildings, it can be used at a smaller scale for the design and construction of 

single-family homes.

16introduction
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These two programs were evaluated according to their varying strengths and 

weaknesses regarding the ease and accuracy of design and analysis. This was achieved by 

running the two case studies, plus several generic models, through the programs, isolating 

variables in both the designs and programs. This identified the overarching trends, issues, and 

strengths of the two softwares. Once the inner workings of the programs were understood and 

evaluated, Revit was selected to advance the research and delve into a more detailed analysis 

of the case studies.

This comparative analysis gave way to the study of the home’s quantitative and 

qualitative attributes. The existing homes were thoroughly studied to determine what design 

changes could achieve notable performance improvements. This study was executed in 

two parts, one isolating quantitative decisions and the other focusing on qualitative design 

moves. The quantitative evaluation determined a new, more efficient base model based on 

numerical and measurable variables. This was achieved through the manipulation of a series of 

performance upgrades targeting the building envelope and systems, including upgrades to 

the interior and exterior insulation, windows, appliances, light fixtures, and heating, ventilation, 

and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. The upgrades were studied first in isolation to quantify the 

extent of their impact on the base home’s overall efficiency and were then gathered into one 

evaluation to determine their collective impact. An improved prototype for each case study 

was then defined, reflecting the most optimized option from a series of quantitative changes.

Subsequently, this prototype was evaluated qualitatively through daylighting 

analysis, which determines the amount of quality natural lighting a space receives throughout 

a predetermined time (usually annually). The purpose of the daylighting analysis was to 

determine if the quantitative model could be reevaluated in terms that are more sympathetic 

to conventional design choices, like occupant comfort and brightness of the space. The analysis 

proposed the reevaluation of the existing windows and their placements to improve the 

optimized design in a more intangible way. 

The daylighting studies were produced by DIVA (Design Iterate Validate Adapt), 

a plug-in for the modelling program Rhinoceros that provides sun path diagrams, radiation 

maps, climate data, and glare and shading analyses.12 The three-dimensional Revit model 

— with floors, roofs, walls, windows, and doors — was imported into Rhinoceros; here, the 

geographical location of the project was defined to get an accurate reading of the site’s yearly 

weather conditions based on the software’s internal data. Thermal and material properties 

17introduction
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were applied to the model layers to ensure that it interacts appropriately with the climate and 

daylighting data, allowing analyses concerning light transmittance to be run.

Based on the data accumulated over numerous studies and design iterations, the results 

established a workflow for performance-based architecture, one that front-loads performance 

and places it with design as a primary step in the design process. The method involves four 

steps, each requiring a continuous dialogue between quantitative (Revit energy analysis) and 

qualitative (DIVA daylighting analysis) decisions to arrive at the final design for a new laneway 

house.

18introduction
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figure 1: context plan, 1:50000



figure 2: Elle site plan, 1:1250 

The two case studies were selected from Canadian Architect magazine, a publication 

showcasing Canadian architecture of varying scales and uses. The selection of case studies from 

the magazine ensured that every project was designed by an architect. It can be argued that 

this qualification, and having been featured in a design publication, implies that these homes 

have achieved a certain standard of design quality and validity, and that both the client and the 

architectural profession have approved of the finished project.

Narrowing the choices down to homes built between 1990 and present-day ensured 

the sample was relatively modern in terms of construction techniques, building technologies 

and systems, envelope treatment, and more.

The two homes selected for study are both laneway homes located in metropolitan 

Toronto. Laneways are a defining feature of the city’s traditional residential fabric. These homes 

face the street on the outer sides of a city block and have rear yards abutting at the centre of the 

block. The yards are separated by a laneway, a shared semi-public road used by the residences 

for parking or storage. This housing typology composed most of the city’s neighbourhoods in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and are still highly desirable today. Recently, 

the laneway has become a popular site for new construction, especially in urban areas where 

property parcels are scarce and land prices are high. These properties are often difficult to 

design due to their lot size and/or shape and logistical requirements. It is therefore presumed 

that site restrictions influenced the design of the case studies, and that these constraints would 

have resulted in a more considerate, and the most suitable, solution for the sites.

ELLE is a laneway house with an L-shaped floor plan located at 1 Ways Lane in the 

Trinity Bellwoods neighbourhood [Figure 2]. Completed by Diamond + Schmidt Architects 

in 1997, the public living spaces, including the living room, dining room, powder room, and 

kitchen, are located on the ground floor, with access to a secluded outdoor patio via a large 

glass door. On the second floor is the bedroom, adjacent to a large, open studio space that can 

also serve as a secondary bedroom. The home is configured on the nine-by-thirteen metre lot 

to create a yard at the back and allow the entrance to face the laneway. The backyard is the focal 

point of the house, drawing a clear connection between exterior and interior spaces through 

the placement and size of the windows along its back façade. A rooftop patio is accessible from 

an exterior stair [Figure 4, 5].13 Its configuration and internal arrangement allow the house to take 

full advantage of its small lot.

20introduction
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LUNGO is a laneway house with an elongated rectangular floor plan located at 40R 

Shaftesbury Avenue, in the Rosedale-Moore Park neighbourhood [Figure 3]. The building 

dates back to the 1880s, when it began its life as a blacksmith shop. Since then, it has served as 

a horse shed, a storehouse, and a sculptor’s home and studio. The new home was completed 

in 2008 by Superkül Architect. The home, measuring three by twelve metres, has extreme site 

constraints: three of the walls were already built up to the property line and no new openings 

were allowed on any wall except the north façade. As a result, a primary concern was to 

introduce more light into the existing building; this was achieved through the creation of two 

lightwells at the back of the home. The accessible rooftop terrace is highly desirable because 

there is no private outdoor space at grade level [Figure 6, 7].14 Within a small footprint, this long 

and linear volume appropriately responds to its site and program.

These two case studies form the foundation of the ensuing research and its conclusions.

21introduction
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figure 5: Elle, exterior and 
interior photos 

figure 4: Elle plans, 1:200
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figure 7: Lungo, exterior and 
interior photos 

figure 6: Lungo plans, 1:200
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The empirical analysis began by comparing the energy performance of both case 

studies in BEopt and Revit. The purpose was to uncover trends in data entry and acquisition, 

thereby determining the preferred tool for evaluating homes in a cold, northern climate. A 

further consideration was to uncover which program would best highlight a general relationship 

between design and performance decisions and synthesize these decisions at a detailed level 

of performance analysis.

The comparative analysis was largely concerned with simple formal moves to highlight 

very broad connections between inputs and results. These separate analyses were organized 

into six different iterations, the first three involving the laneway houses, and the second three 

analyzing a very basic volume. The first investigation into a relationship between form and 

performance involved comparing the general shape of the footprint of each home, namely 

Elle’s L-shaped plan and Lungo’s rectangular plan. Secondly, the materiality of the homes was 

isolated to determine the impact finishes had on performance; each base case was compared 

to an entirely solid box (no openings and entirely opaque) of the same dimensions, and to 

a glass box where every wall was composed of full height glass to find both the range and 

normative condition of models of the case studies.

The second half of the investigation manipulated basic formal variables on a cubic 

model, referred to as the CubeHaus. In three simulations, the CubeHaus was altered to isolate its 

area, volume, and orientation. The first iteration was concerned with area and involved doubling 

and halving the area of the base model while volume and orientation remained consistent 

across models. The second iteration was concerned with volume and involved doubling and 

halving the volume in relation to the base while area and orientation were consistent. Finally, in 

the third iteration a base model with a consistent area and volume was assigned a singular wall 

with a fixed percentage of glazing; this wall was then rotated across the four cardinal directions 

to record passive solar gain. The result of these studies was an understanding of how different 

formal variables affected the outputs of both BEopt and Revit.

The Cubehaus results and trends were necessary to aid in the interpretation of the 

existing homes. Given the limited information obtained from the Canadian Architect articles, 

some general assumptions were made in order to maintain consistency between the case 

studies and the programs. Only above-grade, interior spaces were modelled — basements 

and roof terraces, and any related elements like exterior staircases, were omitted. Partitions 

comparative
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were excluded from all models, leaving the exterior shell to be evaluated in isolation. Unknown 

values were given standard dimensions: wall heights were set to 2.50 metres, door heights to 

2.10 metres, and windowsill heights were set to 0.90 metres.

All of these models were evaluated and compared to one another by their annual 

site energy usage [Figure 8]. Measured in kilowatt-hours (kWh), site energy represents the raw 

and processed energy that is purchased and used in a building. It is a metric used to describe 

the end use of energy at its final destination and excluding all of the energy demands prior 

to arriving at the site, including loses in acquisition, transmission, and processing. Conversely, 

source energy considers the entire spectrum of energy use from beginning to consumer — 

it is the combination of site energy consumption with production and delivery losses.15 

When discussing energy efficiency and performance, site energy is the most common metric 

because of the lack of certainty surrounding the conversion of source to site energy. Energy 

efficiency codes also favour site energy to separate end use from the energy expended before 

arriving at the site.16 

In these analyses, the resulting number is the sum of the energy demand of five 

factors: heating, represented by a natural gas furnace; cooling, represented by an electric 

air conditioner; appliances, represented by both electrical plug loads and fixtures, like a 

refrigerator or dishwasher; lights, represented by electric interior lighting; and a heating fan, 

represented by a unit that uses an electric fan to warm the air. Together, these elements paint 

an accurate picture of the average annual energy demand based on a residential occupancy 

schedule, before and after work hours in both the mornings and evenings when the home is 

primarily used and exerting the majority of its demand.

figure 8: source versus site energy

site energy: a measurement 
of energy at its end 

destination, excluding 
the energy expended to 
produce and transport it

>>



The first analysis conducted, 1A, compared Elle and Lungo directly to one another 

[Figure 9]. Given the discrepancy in area — with Elle’s area 66% greater than that of Lungo — in 

order to properly compare the two homes, the metric of comparison was site energy use per 

square metre (kWh/m²). The results from both programs demonstrated that Elle was a more 

efficient house in terms of its energy use per square metre, while Lungo was 16% less efficient 

in BEopt and 45% less efficient in Revit [Figures 11, 12]. Heating accounted for the majority 

of the homes’ energy use, ranging from about half to 86% of the total energy usage. In both 

cases, equipment and lights occupy the second and third highest demands respectively, 

with cooling and heating fans as the lowest demands. Though the overall trends were similar 

across both platforms, there was a 20% difference between the results from Revit and BEopt, 

demonstrating that there are in fact dissimilarities between the programs and their interfaces, 

namely inconsistencies in modelling or output selections that are reflected in the results. This 

iteration demonstrated that in this scenario, the L-shape yielded results that favour a more 

efficient design per area than the rectangle because of the relationship between its larger area 

and larger energy output.

1B, the second iteration, compared the as-built Elle as the base model to a solid and 

an all-glass model to demonstrate how opacity could alter performance [Figure 10]. In both 

programs, the solid boxes outperformed the base and the glass box — in BEopt, the solid box 

was 11% more efficient than the base, and in Revit, the difference was 13% [see Appendix C for 

the full results of all iterations]. The glass boxes yielded more drastic results, with a 30% increase 

in site energy use from the base in BEopt and a 66% drop in Revit. The solid box incurred 

the lowest numbers, but the biggest change in overall, and heating, demand was seen when 
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figure 9: Elle and Lungo models

figure 10: Elle base model with solid and glass box models
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figure 11: Iteration 1A, BEopt results
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figure 12: Iteration 1A, Revit results



comparing the glass to the as-built model — a more meaningful impact or change was observed 

when the house was converted from a glass box to its as-built state, rather than converting the 

base to the solid box. While heating still accounted for the majority of the energy demand, in 

the glass box design cooling accounted for a considerable amount of the total, given glass’ 

tendency to cause overheating. In this scenario, an opaque box with no openings performed 

more favourably than an entirely transparent box, though both scenarios do not favour realistic 

or desirable living conditions. Both programs demonstrated similar trends, but the difference 

between cases across programs was 25% for the solid box and 36% for the glass box.

1C, an analysis of the solid, glass, and as-built models for Lungo, produced similar trends 

as those of 1B [Figure 13]. The BEopt solid box was 12% more efficient than the base, whereas 

the Revit solid box was 7% more efficient. Conversely, the BEopt glass box was 32% less efficient 

than the base compared to the Revit glass box that was 70% less efficient. Heating accounted 

for around 70% to 80% of the total demand across all models. The conclusions echoed those 

of 1B, where the solid box outperformed the other models but the change from the glass 

box to the as-built was the most substantial. The difference between the solid model results 

from BEopt and Revit was 33%, while those for the glass box across programs differed by 30%.

To isolate formal variables further, the CubeHaus iterations investigated the 

effects of area, volume, and orientation [Table 1]. Iteration 2A used a simple cube model 

with an area of 1,024 ft², measuring thirty-two feet in width, length, and height [Figure 

14]. Its area was then halved in one case and doubled in another, the dimensions 

changing accordingly to keep the volume consistent across each model. The area of each 

southern façade was 40% glazing, while the remaining three walls were entirely opaque.

figure 14: CubeHaus, area models
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figure 13: Lungo base model with solid and glass box models



In both Revit and BEopt, the halved area yielded the highest overall demand, 

corresponding to the increased surface area needed to accommodate the increased area. A 

form with more surface area not only requires more materials to enclose the interior spaces, it 

also results in more heat loss because of the increased area of envelope through which heat 

can flow and escape, placing more pressure on the heating and cooling systems.17 The model 

with the smallest area awarded the highest results because of its slender, elongated form — 

a compact form is more economical in shape and materials, and intuitively more efficient, 

explaining the low numbers of the doubled-area model.

The halved area was 60% less efficient than the base model in BEopt and 65% less 

efficient in Revit. A great difference between the base and the doubled area was also apparent 

in both programs — a 51% increase in efficiency in BEopt and a 39% increase in Revit. The 

greatest difference in performance was afforded to the change from the halved area to the 

base model. Across the board, heating was the largest demand except in the doubled area 

Revit model, where the appliances and lights equally accounted for the greatest demand, with 
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table 1: CubeHaus model variables



heating as the third highest. There was a 26% difference between the halved areas in both 

programs and a 20% difference between the doubled areas. This iteration suggested that a 

tall, slender figure with a smaller area is less efficient than a wide, stout form with a larger area.

Iteration 2B manipulated the volume while maintaining a consistent area, length and 

width, and orientation [Figure 15]. The highest numbers were yielded by the doubled area, 

which again corresponded with a tall form with a large surface area. This model was 52% less 

efficient than the base in BEopt, and 39% less efficient in Revit. Conversely, the squat, halved-

volume model had the lowest results: 40% more efficient than the base in BEopt and 30% more 

efficient than the base in Revit. Heating was the highest demand. The halved volume resulted 

in a 31% difference between programs while the doubled volume saw a 54% difference. The 

conclusion that can be drawn in this scenario is that the tallest figure — the doubled volume — 

with the greatest surface area was the least efficient.

In the last iteration, 2C, the base model in both 2A and 2B — with a fixed area and 

volume — was rotated so that its glazed façade faced each of the four directions, with the 

southern orientation as the base [Figure 16]. This iteration produced the smallest differences 

between results. In each case, the southern orientation performed the best, followed by the 

east, west, and north. In BEopt, the difference between case studies and the base varied 

between 2% and 5%, whereas the range in Revit was 10% to 12%. Heating was the highest 

demand across all examples, but it is worth noting that cooling is proportionately higher on the 

southern model and lower on the northern model, directly corresponding to the amount of 

direct sunlight — and potential for overheating — each elevation receives. The southern model 
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figure 15: CubeHaus, volume models

figure 16: CubeHaus, orientation models



was the highest performing with a 35% variance between programs, while the northern model 

yielded a 36% difference. These examples demonstrated that the orientation of a simple cube 

played a small role in its overall efficiency.

Overarching trends in inputs and outputs, and strengths and weaknesses, were 

uncovered through these iterations and their side-by-side comparisons. While the programs 

performed well in providing a general overview of all models, with relatively consistent trends 

between both platforms, there were several limitations to both that affected the ease of 

modelling and generating results.

BEopt is admirable for its highly-detailed list of presets. It is easy to select an option 

that best suits the project, and equally as simple to create a user-defined option if one of the 

standard ones does not suit. Its accurate performance evaluation and reporting are refined, 

however it is very limited in terms of defining the home’s formal aspects. The interface employs 

a fixed, square grid, restricting itself to ninety-degree angles — any plan that varies from this 

form is nearly impossible to model accurately.

Revit is primarily used for the design of large-scale buildings and, accordingly, its 

settings and interface are best suited for projects of this scale. For this reason, there are very 

limited options that accommodate single-family homes. To define a mechanical system for the 

building, one must select a predetermined option from a drop-down list; without the ability 

to edit the properties of the equipment, one must select an option that best suits a small-scale 

residential occupancy. However, its greatest advantage is its high level of precision regarding 

the modelling and detailing of the building. Wall assemblies, thermal and spatial properties, 

and the drawing tools are very flexible and editable, which makes Revit an easy-to-use design 

program.

In conclusion, BEopt is better suited for studying the degree of impact between 

equipment types within a relatively simple floor plan and for evaluating very general design 

moves, while Revit is better suited for scenarios that require a more detailed study of specific 

design moves. It is easier to trace the impact of more subtle formal changes in Revit than in 

BEopt and, accordingly, it became the evaluation tool for the next investigations. Despite the 

highly adaptable nature of Revit’s modelling interface, it was made evident through the minor 

result differences in formal changes reflected by both programs that a comparative analysis 

only begins to skim the surface of the question of design in relation to performance.
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This investigation was concerned with a series of quantitative moves targeting the 

performance of the envelopes of Elle and Lungo. It was a direct result of the inability of both 

programs’ performance results to show sensitivity to detailed formal changes. This analysis was 

a necessary foundation upon which a qualitative investigation into the design of both case 

studies could be developed.

The ensuing quantitative research used the shell Revit models from the previous 

comparative analysis and adapted them to more accurately reflect the as-built homes; the 

interior partitions, staircases, doors, and vertical shafts and voids were added. Assumptions 

from the previous models — including omitting below-grade or exterior living spaces, and 

standard dimensions for wall heights, doors, and windows — were maintained for consistency. 

Further assumptions were added at this stage to provide details that would directly 

impact energy performance. All elements of the envelope were detailed — exterior and interior 

walls, flat roof, and floor — according to the building codes and guidelines in place at their time 

of construction. The assemblies were detailed according to a 1999 publication by the Canadian 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) that provided best practices at the turn of the 

century.18 The exterior walls for both houses followed a simple rainscreen approach and were 

finished on the exterior with metal cladding.

Each quantitative change was simulated in isolation and in relation to the base model. 

General performance settings were affected according to the variable being tested, including 

the HVAC system (a gas furnace), the electrical demand (appliances and lighting) per square 

metre, and the double-glazed windows [Table 2]. Like the comparative analysis, the results 

were given in terms of annual site energy usage.

This analysis is justified by Natural Resources Canada’s studies regarding increased 

energy efficiency. The data revealed that improvements in energy efficiency from 1990 to 

quantitative
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rainscreen: wall 
construction approach 

where a cavity is added 
between the exterior finish 

and the rest of the wall 
assembly to protect it from 

any unwanted moisture 
penetrating the finish, 

allowing the precipitation 
to evaporate or drain 
down and out of the 
bottom of the cavity

>>

table 2: settings for upgrade models



2013 were the result of improvements to the building envelope and the use of more efficient 

appliances and heating and cooling units.19 These factors are therefore the variables of the 

following investigations.

The first iteration ran the base model through Revit’s EnergyPlus energy simulation 

to establish a baseline. Secondly, the equipment (interior plug loads and appliances) settings 

were altered to reflect if all units were updated to EnergyStar appliances. The third and fourth 

iterations targeted the envelope with the addition of an extra 38 mm of rigid insulation. The 

exterior insulation case involved the insertion of the new layer on the extreme exterior side 

of the structure, between the cladding and the existing layer of exterior rigid insulation. The 

interior insulation case addressed the extreme interior side of the structure, placing the new 

layer between the interior gypsum board finish and the plywood sheathing. The fifth iteration 

addressed lighting; similar to the equipment iteration, all fixtures were updated to efficient 

light-emitting diode (LED) fixtures. The windows were upgraded in the sixth case to triple-pane 

units with a low-emissivity coating to help improve their thermal retention, a critical feature in 

cold climates. The seventh scenario replaced the gas furnace with a more efficient electric 

air source heat pump. Substituting a furnace for a heat pump is a relatively easy intervention 

because it uses the existing unit’s cooling coil and only requires the addition of a heating coil. 

Finally, two iterations were run with all of these upgrades — one case used the existing furnace 

and all the upgrades, while another swapped the furnace for the heat pump in addition to 

the other changes. Both cases employed the interior insulation approach rather than exterior 

insulation approach [Figure 17].

For both Elle and Lungo, the combined upgrades with the heat pump produced the 

most efficient model; in fact, upgrading simply to a heat pump was the second-most efficient 

case, yielding better results than the iteration with all the upgrades and furnace [Figures 18, 19]. 

The results demonstrated that the heat pump was an efficient upgrade that created relatively 

little disturbance to the existing home. Further, the heating demand was significantly reduced 

in the heat pump models; in these cases, the fans drew the most energy, followed by heating, 

compared to heating dominating the energy demand in the remaining iterations. For both 

homes, all of the upgrades plus the furnace placed third in most efficient results, followed 

by upgrading the windows; though a fairly effective and relatively unobtrusive intervention, 

replacing every window unit with triple-glazed would be quite costly.
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air source heat pump: an 
exterior unit that transfers 

warm air between the 
interior and exterior 

according to the season, 
serving both heating and 

cooling requirements

>>

EnergyStar: a rating 
system and program that 

establishes a high level 
of energy efficiency for 

products

>>
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figure 17: description of 
quantitative upgrades
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Lungo performed more intuitively in that every iteration was more effective than the 

base model [Figure 19]. The next most-effective upgrade involved insulation — the interior 

insulation marginally outperformed the exterior insulation and is arguably an easier intervention 

because only the gypsum board would need to replaced rather than removing the exterior 

cladding. The simplest solutions — upgrading light fixtures and appliances — had the smallest 

impact but were still worthwhile undertakings as they improved upon the base model.

Elle generally followed the same trends, except the addition of insulation was slightly 

more energy intensive than the base model [Figure 18]. This could be attributed to the home’s 

more complicated envelope — its L-shape has more surface area, requiring more material 

and expending more energy through heat loss across the larger surface area. Both insulation 

models did reduce the overall heating load, however, as the material addition improved the 

heat retention of the envelope, relieving some of the pressure from the mechanical systems to 

heat the space.

This exercise produced a highly optimized version of the base model that considered 

several potential upgrades and their attributed factors and effects [Table 3]. Cumulatively, the 

new house models employed high performance triple-pane windows, efficient appliances 

and light fixtures, insulated, airtight envelopes, and new heat pumps. These upgrades 

addressed the energy efficiency of both case studies in a quantifiable way through a number 

of changes ranging in cost, effectiveness, and intrusiveness. While substantial in their effect on 

performance, they have very little impact on the formal qualities of the homes. A third, qualitative 

study is necessary to address and compare its effects relative to those of a quantitative nature. 

The most effective model — all upgrades plus a heat pump — became the new base model for 

the qualitative performance improvements that followed.
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table 3: quantitative analysis results

airtightness: a quality 
measured in air changes 

per hour (ACH) that 
describes the degree 
to which the building 

envelope resists the 
movement of air 

>>



The next phase targeted qualitative design choices, those that directly impact 

intangible sensations like comfort and enjoyment. This phase of research aimed to demonstrate 

how these types of decisions influence the energy performance of a home. Qualitative design 

is addressed through daylighting analysis to discover how a space’s relationship with natural 

light could affect the habits and use of the occupants. There are many factors associated with 

natural light, including its intensity, colour, and location; all vary over the course of a day and 

season and have a direct impact on people’s well-being.20

Preliminary daylighting studies of Elle and Lungo suggested that there was potential 

for improvement in order to respond to the sites’ sunlight patterns and to improve the quality 

of the interior spaces. The results further highlighted how the windows — including their 

placements and sizes — serve the interior spaces and cater to the user activities. In response, 

the following studies uncovered to what extent the reorganization of window placements and 

the use of natural light affected energy use and performance.

Firstly, each independent living space — living/family room, dining room, kitchen, 

bedrooms — was analyzed in isolation [Figure 20]. The purpose was to discover the direct and 

independent relationship of each space to daylight before considering each room as a part of 

the whole. Though modelled in isolation, surrounding buildings were included to depict the 

existing conditions. The outputs were measured in daylight autonomy (DA) to determine the 

amount of sufficient light being admitted, where sufficient refers to the amount or quality of 

light that is conducive to performing tasks. This ‘useful’ light has a value of 300 lux — a number 

falling far below this median describes a very dark space while a number greatly exceeding this 

median describes an excessively bright space. The results revealed how much of the floor area 

received at least 300 lux over the course of the year during the residential hours of occupation, 

namely between 7:00 and 10:00 AM and 4:00 and 7:00 PM.

The results, produced in DIVA, were visually graded on a scale from blue to red, where 

blue denotes an under-lit area and red an over-lit area; general rules of thumb concerning 

daylight and orientation helped interpret the visual results [Figure 21]. Elle is bordered on three 

sides by neighbouring houses, leaving the eastern, street-side face relatively unobstructed 

[Figure 22]. Its entire southern façade is devoid of openings. The living/dining room benefitted 

from little direct light because its windows exclusively face north; it was the second darkest 

room, receiving useful light for 9.9% of the year. The design of the kitchen implies cooking 

qualitative
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daylight autonomy: a 
metric that denotes a 

percentage of time that 
an area receives sufficient 

daylight over the course 
of a year >>

lux: the metric unit of 
illuminance

>>
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figure 20: Elle and Lungo, spatial divisions for qualitative analysis

was of minimal importance to the clients — the closed-off space outfitted with small appliances 

primarily acts as a hallway between the front and back of the house.21 Appropriately, the kitchen 

was the most insufficiently lit room, subjected to useful light for 8.8% of the year. The family 

room faces west and received a fair amount of sunlight in the late afternoon and early evening, 

when entertaining guests might occur. The studio space — doubling as a potential second 

bedroom — on the second floor was consistently well lit, a desirable quality for a work space. 



The brightest room in the home was the master bedroom, inviting in a great amount of eastern 

light through its corner window to naturally awaken sleepers in the mornings. Its mean DA is 

18.2% for the time occupied annually. On average, Elle’s five spaces received useful daylight 

12.7% of the year during occupied hours.
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figure 21: daylighting rules of thumb
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figure 22: Elle, daylighting results before, 1:200



Lungo, too, is framed on three sides by neighbours, its western wall facing the 

street. The house is an interesting daylighting study because of its two lightwells. These 

skylights bring additional light to the living room and the combined kitchen and dining 

room on the first floor. The results indicated that both spaces benefitted from a considerable 

amount of diffused sunlight from above [Figure 23]. The living room was the brightest 

room, lit by useful light for 14.9% of the year due to a corner window facing southeast. 
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figure 23: Lungo, daylighting results before, 1:200
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At the northern end of the house, the kitchen/dining room did not receive a lot of light during 

operational hours, namely in the evening to prepare and eat dinner. The kitchen was mostly 

shaded, tucked away in its corner, while the dining area benefitted from two full-height 

windows. Upstairs, the bedroom faces north and east while the master bedroom is exposed 

only to the east. Both rooms were lit considerably from the east, rousing slumberers in the early 

morning. Both spaces saw 13.0% of the year exposed to useful light. All four spaces received 

daylight on average 14.0% of the year during occupied hours.

The results demonstrated that Lungo marginally received more useful daylight than Elle, 

suggesting that in this comparison its long, narrow shape is more conducive to the introduction 

of natural light compared to Elle’s L-shape [Table 4]. The design intention of Elle’s floor plan was 

to favour the exterior courtyard, explaining why the plan’s two legs flank the backyard, however 

the orientation of this configuration is not receptive to daylight [Figure 24]. Considering the 

impact of the skylights on the daylighting results, perhaps the lightwells are under-utilized in 

Lungo’s existing design, as neither of the rooms on the second floor take advantage of this 

feature [Figure 25].

Next, analysis for individual rooms was continued by isolating the existing 

windows. Each original window was reconsidered through three different window 

types: full height (floor-to-ceiling glazing), high ribbon (short unit height and placed 

near the top of the wall), and standard sill (three foot tall unit with a standard three foot 

sill height). The sill height and overall height of the windows were manipulated, while 

their width and placements on the walls remained as-built. These three cases address 

views and daylight penetration, quantity, and quality with varying degrees of success.

table 4: Elle and Lungo, daylighting results before
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figure 24: Elle, full house daylighting results before, 1:250

figure 25: Lungo, full house daylighting results before, 1:250

The full height introduces natural heat into the space and lets in the greatest amount of light, 

but it is more direct and intense. While it promotes uninterrupted views, it may not always be 

appropriate in relation to the use of the room. The amount of daylight that is admitted into a 

room is proportional to the amount of sky viewed through the window, therefore high, horizontal 

windows are most effective at introducing light into the space than low, wide windows.22 If full 

height and high windows are two extremes, the standard sill serves as the middle of the spectrum.
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Once these different conditions were established for each room, it was considered 

how these windows might affect interior organization. Furniture layouts were modified for 

each space; as the photographs of Lungo show it furnished, the as-designed arrangement was 

deemed the base, whereas an existing condition was imagined for Elle as it was photographed 

in an unfurnished state [Figure 26, see Appendix E for the full results of all rooms]. This step 

explored how the established light patterns might affect activity and comfort as inferred by 

furniture layouts, and how these qualities might be adjusted to respond to the daylighting 

results. The investigation was highly subjective because it is hard to objectively quantify the DA 

results as individual tolerances can vary greatly. The quantitative results — with the help of criteria 

like comfort, use, and the flow of and between the spaces — were qualitatively interpreted 

through personal opinions and the accompanying Canadian Architect articles describing the 

clients’ desires and needs.

The result of these studies was a final window layout based on this qualitative reading. 

Several iterations were explored, comparing their energy performance to that of the base 

model in order to uncover the relationship of improved daylighting to energy usage. The first 

scenario of the most objectively ‘ideal’ windows involved selecting which of the three window 

types yielded the lowest energy demand by room. For instance, when run through Revit’s 

analysis engine, Elle’s master bedroom produced the lowest numbers when all of the existing 

windows were converted to high ribbons; this too was the case with the bedroom and living/

dining room. Full height windows was the most energy efficient scenario for the kitchen. The 

family room’s existing layout was the most effective because its heating load was substantially 

smaller than those of the other three cases due to the solar heat gain from the existing larger 

windows. All of Lungo’s rooms favoured high ribbons save for the master bedroom, which 

benefitted most from standard sill. When these conditions were combined into the base model, 

the energy performance saw a 1.7% increase from the base for Elle and a 2.0% decrease for 

Lungo. While producing attractive energy performance results, the arrangement of windows 

was rather impractical; the almost exclusive use of high ribbon windows limits visibility and 

therefore does not produce a comfortable home.

Comparatively, a second iteration evaluated the numerical results to strike a balance 

between their quantitative and qualitative values. The windows were reorganized according to the 

window type condition which best suited each individual window and its relationship to the room 

and the other windows in the space. This iteration was conscious of keeping the original window-to-

wall ratio of the base model consistent to avoid drastically altering the intent of the original design. 
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figure 26: Elle bedroom/studio, three window variations results, 1:200
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As opposed to previous studies, the 

sill height, width, and overall height 

of the units were manipulated, and in 

some cases the placement of some 

of the units was changed to achieve 

more desirable daylighting results. 

On Elle’s east face, a tall window was 

removed from the kitchen and placed 

in the family room, and the northern 

family room window’s position was 

shifted on the same façade to provide 

an even distribution of lighting 

[Figure 27]. Regarding layout, the 

original kitchen plan remained 

untouched because it was the 

best use for the space. Different 

furniture layouts were afforded in the 

entertainment spaces of the family, 

living, and dining room to respond to 

lighting conditions and improve flow. 

Upstairs, the bed placements suited 

the spaces while the studio design 

allowed flexibility depending on 

desired use while remaining separate 

from the sleeping area [Figure 28].

figure 27: Elle elevations, before and after, 1:200
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figure 28: Elle, daylighting results after, 1:200



figure 29: Lungo elevations, before and after, 1:200

On Lungo’s east face, both of the first-floor windows shifted their positions to adjust 

light admission into both the living room and the kitchen [Figure 29]. The kitchen opened up 

to take advantage of the room’s length, providing more working space and freeing it from 

the darkest corner of the room while still accommodating room for dining. The living room 

layout was subtly adjusted to support flow around the staircase. While the bedroom layouts 

remained untouched, the addition of two windows took advantage of the lightwell to provide, 

along with some changes to the existing windows, a more even light distribution to both rooms 

[Figure 30].
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figure 30: Lungo, daylighting results after, 1:200



figure 31: Elle, full house daylighting results after, 1:250

figure 32: Lungo, full house daylighting results after, 1:250
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The individual rooms and overall homes were then brought back into Revit to see 

if the qualitative improvements yielded quantitative energy performance improvements. 

The results revealed no general consensus, highlighting the delicate balance between 

designing for efficiency and for delight [Figures 31, 32]. In some cases, the new rooms 

performed better than their bases while the opposite was true in other cases. Elle’s new 

window model was 5% less energy efficient than its base from the quantitative study while 

Lungo was 1% more efficient than its base. Considering that both houses with quantitative 



table 5: Elle and Lungo, daylighting results after

upgrades saw about a 60% decrease in energy usage from their as-built conditions, a 5% 

increase in use for Elle can be considered negligible, though not an ideal outcome [Table 5].

A simple conclusion to draw from these final studies is that quantitative and qualitative 

decisions directly impact one another, and a compromise will always result when trying 

to balance the two. Design decisions overlap and exist in a grey area — a choice cannot be 

singularly qualitative or quantitative, as all aspects of design to a degree address and affect both 

realms. However, the investigations have illustrated that these decisions produce substantial 

effects to delight, comfort, and performance, and that even small changes can directly impact a 

home’s design in terms of efficiency, use, and appeal. The two phases of investigation targeting 

the envelope and daylighting have proven that both case studies could objectively benefit 

from a renovation to implement these changes or, more ideally, these issues could have been 

considered and implemented during the design and construction phase to save time, money, 

resources, and energy. The results have revealed that improvements could generally be made 

through rather subtle and unobtrusive means that do not alter the character or design intent of 

the homes, but the subtly of these adjustments serve also to highlight the architectural strength 

and excellence of the designs.

This concludes the quantity and quality investigations of the case studies; while 

additional analysis could further explore the relationships, the thorough investigations and their 

substantial results have sufficiently proved that a new, balanced workflow can be adopted 

from the methods and conclusions outlined thus far. This research has helped to identify trends 
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and qualities present in the design and execution of the two homes, and has been validated 

through the research’s comprehensive workflow. 

The final section introduces a new methodology that will be demonstrated by designing 

a new laneway house. This process will guide architectural workflow by affirming what the 

research has verified in a tangible, practical way, and ensuring that design and performance are 

balanced throughout the entire process.



_METHODOLOGY

site and client
massing
plan
openings
final design



N
figure 33: context plan, 1:50000



The proposed methodology follows a similar course of action to the preceding studies. 

To ensure design and performance remain in equilibrium, each stage of the four-step process 

informs one another through continuous energy and daylighting analyses; ongoing translation 

between models and analysis tools in both Revit and DIVA establishes an uninterrupted 

dialogue between their respective design discussions. As with conventional workflow, the 

method guides the design from its initial stages through to the detailed, complete home 

model by using performance data to justify qualitative decisions.

The workflow’s foundation — upon which all decisions and impressions are built — is 

the site and client. Once both are established, the first phase of design involves simple massing, 

where qualities like shape, volume, area, and orientation are determined and when the first 

s ite  and client
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energy and daylighting analyses 

occur. A massing is selected to 

advance into phase two, which 

introduces program and internal 

arrangement. Spaces and interior 

partitions are placed and evaluated 

in Revit and DIVA. The best option 

is selected to move into the third 

phase regarding openings and 

window placement. Similar to the 

qualitative study, different spaces 

and their relationships to windows 

are assessed. A final prototype 

emerges from this phase, where 

the design is brought to fulfilment 

through minor revisions and 

additions [Figure 34].

The fictitious client 

requirements were based on 

a questionnaire [Figure 35]. 

These questions became the figure 34: proposed methodology
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figure 35: completed client questionnaire

reference point for subsequent decisions, allowing the decision-making to remain 

objective and producing a finished product tailored to a clear set of requirements and 

desires. The client was defined as a young professional seeking to build a starter home 

for themselves and a partner, with the potential to eventually expand their family and 

host guests. The primary spaces included an area to entertain and a bright, functional 

kitchen, while a studio/office and bedrooms were secondary in importance and size.



Located in Little Portugal at 62A Moutray Street, the site was 

selected from a real estate website; it is currently vacant and for sale, 

making it a desirable blank slate for development. Occupying 525 m², the 

lot is located at the centre of the residential block, off a laneway accessed 

from Moutray Street [Figure 36]. It is equidistant from the surrounding 

homes on all sides and separated by their backyards, providing a 

respectable distance and privacy from the neighbours. Two existing 

structures on the site are included in the property sale. These sheds could 

easily be converted to a garage or workshop to extend their lifespans; 

alternatively, they could be demolished if the extra space is not needed.

As it is a laneway house, the project is subject to a number 

of restrictions and zoning bylaws as mandated by the City of Toronto 

[Figure 37]. In June 2018, the city introduced By-law 810-2018 to 

allow the construction of laneway homes as ancillary, independent 

structures accessed by a lane in areas zoned for residential use. These 

suites are independent, principal dwelling units with facilities for food 

preparation and bathing, and physically separated from the street-

front home on the same lot.  They are only allowed to be constructed 

in an urban zone defined by Lake Ontario to the south, Parkside Drive 

to the west, Eglinton Avenue to the north, and Victoria Park Avenue 

to the east. Several regulations are outlined to direct development, 

including maximum footprint, height, width, and length, lot coverage 

and landscaping, and setbacks [Table 6]..23 
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figure 36: site plan, 1:1250 
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figure 37: zoning site plan, 1:400

table 6: zoning regulations

N
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Within the regulations of bylaws and the nature of the site, six massing iterations were 

explored, each variation addressing orientation, adjacencies, and other relationships to the site 

and client in different ways [Figure 38]. Though the entire irregularly-shaped lot is for sale, a 

rectangular section was selected because of its direct adjacency to the house at 62 Moutray, 

the principal dwelling unit to which the bylaw refers, and its relationship to the laneway and the 

existing shed.

Massing 01 represents the most straightforward relationship between setbacks and 

site restrictions: with the maximum footprint of forty-one square metres, it is a rectangle with 

space for an outdoor living area at either the northern or southern end of the site [Figure 39, see 

Appendix F for all six site plans]. Massing 02 is a compressed L-shaped plan designed to shelter 

a backyard at the rear, east side of the site, away from the laneway. Similarly, massing 03 is an 

L-shape that is more introspective, creating a pocket for outdoor space that is turned inward, 

towards the laneway and away from the neighbours. Massing 04 is a rotated L that turns away 

from the neighbours to the north and east; like massing 03, it creates a sheltered space at the core 

of the site. Massing 05 breaks free from the linear site constraints to open itself up to the laneway 

massing

figure 38: massing models



figure 39: massing 01 site plan, 1:300

N
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and the centre of the site, leaving ample space at the back for outdoor living. Finally, massing 06 

is a broken and rotated L-shape that engages the laneway and provides a backyard at the north.

To ensure continuity across models of varying surface areas and volumes, a window-

to-wall ratio of 20% was allocated to each façade of each model in order to observe general 

lighting patterns when brought into DIVA and to provide a baseline for Revit’s energy analysis. 

The same parameters from the quantitative study were applied to these Revit models: triple 

pane windows with corresponding thermal and material properties, appliances and lighting 

loads, an additional layer of interior insulation to wall assemblies, and a heat pump HVAC system.

Revit recorded a 12.0% difference in annual site energy use between the highest and 

lowest performing models [Figure 40]. In all cases, heating accounted for the greatest energy 

use, followed by lighting. Fans drew the smallest demand while the equipment and cooling 

loads varied across models for third and fourth place. Massing 03 was the most efficient model 

at the lower end of 5,000 kWh/yr. Its efficiency is likely credited to the east-west orientation 

of its longest façades; these exposures introduce less solar heat gain and are less likely to 

cause overheating than with a southern orientation, while still providing comfortable levels 

of daylight. Next was massing 02 followed by massing 04, 05, and 01, which produced similar 

results to one another. Massing 06 was the least efficient, likely due to its complicated envelope 

and surface area.

In DIVA, two storeys for each massing were modelled. A range of 8.9% existed 

between the averaged results from both floors of all models. The highest average mean DA 

is from massing 03, while massing 05 was awarded the lowest. Generally, all spaces were lit 

relatively well and evenly [Figure 41].

Without specific window placements and program allocation in plan, it is difficult to 

pinpoint a particular massing that yields the most ideal daylighting results. However, it is easier 

to evaluate daylighting in relation to the energy analysis results and the client’s desires. The client 

expressed the importance of outdoor living space in conjunction with other entertainment 

spaces and described a preference for morning light in the bedrooms and afternoon/evening 

light in the public spaces. When considering these general criteria, massing 03 is the most 

appealing option. Its daylighting results are promising due to its primary east-west exposure 

and it yielded the best energy results. While the other models have their own merits regarding 

orientation, site, and energy usage, massing 03 was selected as the best option to advance into 

the planning stages.
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figure 41: massing models, qualitative results, 1:200

N
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With the footprint established by the massing investigations, the planning phase 

involved resolving the internal organization of program according to the client’s habits and 

wishes; as a result, two final options were determined. Central to both options was the 

arrangement of public and private spaces. The spaces used for entertaining, namely the kitchen 

and living room, were grouped together in an open concept plan that encourages interaction 

and overflow between the two spaces, which will likely be used together and at the same 

time of day. Conversely, the bedrooms were kept together and in proximity of a full bathroom. 

Additional and secondary rooms, including mechanical, storage, and laundry, were grouped 

in the basement.

plan

figure 42: option 1 plans, 1:150

Option 1 reserved the ground floor for public use and located the bedrooms on the 

second floor [Figure 42]. The levels are joined by a staircase, with the idea that this continuous 

volume could introduce light into both storeys through windows or skylights. An entry nook, 

with room for a bench and closet, leads into the main living space that is centred around a 

fireplace adjacent to the stairwell. The kitchen opens up onto an outdoor patio. On the second 

level, both bedrooms are served by a central bathroom. The master bedroom is located at the 

southern end of the plan, while the second bedroom can accommodate a queen-size bed or 

can be used as an office. This configuration satisfied many of the client’s programmatic wishes, 

including the relationship of certain rooms to particular natural lighting conditions, a fireplace, 

uninterrupted kitchen counter space, the size of rooms, and the number of bathrooms and 

bedrooms.
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Option 2 similarly addressed these requests but reversed the spatial arrangement — 

the public space was shifted to the brighter, more open second floor while the main floor 

hosted the bedrooms [Figure 43]. Upon entry, guests can access the second floor by the 

adjacent stair. A ground floor patio is still accessible from the main floor hallway, before the 

master bedroom, which is separated from a smaller bedroom by the shared bathroom. The 

second floor welcomes one to a very open space for entertaining. The kitchen remains the 

same as the first iteration, but opens onto a smaller, elevated balcony rather than a garden 

patio. The living room, complete with fireplace, becomes more spacious; its openness allows it 

to benefit from western exposure via the stairwell.

Regarding annual energy analysis, option 2 outperformed option 1 by a small margin, 

just under 2.0% [Figure 44, Table 7]. Heating and fan demands were close between the two 

cases. The biggest difference existed in cooling loads — option 1’s cooling load was closer to 

1,000 kWh/yr while option 2’s was closer to 600 kWh/yr. This could be explained by the greater 

number of openings on option 1’s southern façade, more likely to promote overheating by 

solar radiation. Similarly, option 2 has fewer openings on its eastern and western walls.

Overall, the difference between the average daylighting results for both cases and both 

storeys was 3.4%, however option 2’s daylighting results exceeded those of option 1, especially 

when comparing the second floors [Figure 45, Table 8]. Both first storeys yielded lower results, 

likely because their position closer to the ground and their relation to neighbouring structures 

does not allow as much light to penetrate. The difference between the second storeys was 

figure 43: option 2 plans, 1:150
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figure 44: planning models, quantitative results

13.2%, with option 1’s mean DA at 6.6% and option 2’s mean DA at 19.8%. The increase can be 

attributed to the openness of option 2’s second storey plan — the open concept plan encourages 

more even daylighting than that of option 1, which is composed of closed-off rooms [Table 8].

table 7: planning models, quantitative results
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table 8: planning models, qualitative results

figure 45: planning models, qualitative results, 1:150



Both the quantitative energy results and the qualitative daylighting results point to 

option 2 as the superior choice in terms of performance. However, discretion was required 

to justify that option 1 was the preferable option. The second configuration was less desirable 

spatially and in addressing the needs of the client. The first-floor arrangement of bedrooms 

was less ideal than that of option 1; it resulted in smaller bedrooms and a closed-off first floor 

that would feel cramped and less inviting. Additionally, a ground floor outdoor space is less 

attractive when it is accessed on a separate floor than the entertaining spaces. One of the few 

redeeming qualities of option 2’s plan was the bigger, more spacious living room.

Option 1’s arrangement is more intuitive and conducive to the client’s lifestyle. Despite 

its lower performance by a small margin, it was selected to continue into the openings phase. 

This decision is yet another aspect of rectifying design and performance and achieving 

balance — had option 2 been selected, other sacrifices relating to design and occupation of 

the space would have to be made to accommodate the weaker, yet better performing, design.
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Like the quantitative daylighting studies, the house was first divided into four rooms 

to analyze daylighting conditions independently. Preliminary window locations were placed 

to accommodate views and to respond to lighting conditions expressed by the client. On the 

main floor, natural light was important around kitchen workspaces and to support connections 

to the outdoor patio. Windows in the living room were meant to compliment the layout of 

furniture and different activities that could take place there. In the bedrooms, windows allowed 

for views and eastern light exposure to wake inhabitants in the mornings.

When window placements were established, the three window types — full height, 

high ribbon, and standard sill — were implemented to provide three possible cases for each 

room. According to the DIVA results, the bedroom was extremely well lit by full height and 

standard windows, but conversely could offer too much light considering softer lighting 

could be more desirable if the space was used as an office or studio [Figure 46]. In the master 

bedroom, full height windows evenly distributed light while ribbon windows softened and 

limited the amount of light. Standard sill offered a happy balance and suggested prioritizing 

eastern openings over southern ones.

In the kitchen, full height and standard sill let in a substantial amount of light. It was a 

well-lit room in all three cases due to the full height glass sliding door; shading devices would 

be useful to limit the amount of direct sunlight while still allowing views to the backyard.

Similarly, full height windows covered the majority of the floor area in the living room; 

standard sill performed similarly but would provide a more concentrated spotlight in seating 

areas rather than in both seating and traffic areas. Ribbon windows offered softer, more 

diffused light to the space.

Energy analysis revealed that the best performing cases involved standard in the bedroom, 

high ribbon in the master bedroom and living room, and full height in the kitchen [Table 9]. 

As noted, the standard sill provided a happy medium in a room with predominately 

northeastern exposure, allowing in controlled, more diffused lighting early in the day. 

openings
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table 9: individual rooms, quantitative and qualitative results
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High ribbons are logical in rooms facing south to take advantage of daylighting without 

introducing too much light and heat gain. Full height in the kitchen introduced western light at 

the end of the day when its strength is beginning to diminish but its low position in the sky still 

allows it to reach deep into spaces.

Between the three cases for each room, a great difference did not exist between the 

best and worst cases, averaging about a 1.0% to 2.0% difference. This small margin suggested 

that variations in options do not significantly impact the performances. As noted in the 

quantitative analysis, heating demands were higher in the high ribbon configurations because 

they admit the least amount of light, while cooling was highest in the rooms with southern 

exposure, like the master bedroom, when the sun is at its highest intensity.

After reflecting once more on the results and needs of the client, each room was analyzed 

again in isolation with final window arrangements. In the bedroom, a standard sill was placed 

on the east and west façades, and a high ribbon window on the north wall to introduce diffused 

light [Figure 47]. This configuration yielded the lowest energy efficiency numbers, outranking 

the other three iterations; its DA number fell just below the average of the three cases [Table 10].

The master bedroom had two standard windows on the eastern wall, as well as a skinny 

full height southern window to let in some midday sun. A ribbon window punctuating the stairwell 

takes advantage of the light it introduces. This arrangement ranked third of all four, exceeding the 

most efficient high ribbon case by 102 kWh/yr, while its DA was the second highest of the four. 

In the kitchen, employing a narrow, full height window alongside the patio doors and 

a standard window at counter height to provide natural task lighting was the best performing 

case of four variations, its DA rating just below the average.

In the living room, a large standard window was used on the eastern wall to provide 

lighting in the seating area, and a tall, narrow window was placed at the entry to allow in a 

controlled amount of southern light. This configuration placed third, and the DA fell at the 

average of all four. 

table 10: individual rooms, final quantitative and qualitative results
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Shading features (vertical and horizontal fins, roof overhangs) were considered. Testing 

revealed that shading devices positively influenced the DA by reducing the admission of strong 

sunlight — a 13.5% improvement for the ground floor and a 1.0% improvement for the second 

floor  were recorded when using shading devices [Figure 48, Table 11].

These window placements and treatments were carried into the last phase, where the 

design was refined before its concluding analysis.

figure 48: openings models, qualitative results with and without shading devices, 1:50

table 11: openings models, qualitative results with and without shading devices 



At 58 m², the two storey home sits on the eastern part of the site [Figure 49]. Across from 

an outdoor patio is a carport and storage shed that occupy a section of the existing structure; 

the shed can be used as a workshop, as per the client’s desires. These areas are supported by 

soft landscaping and a driveway connected to the laneway. One enters into the living room, 

arranged around a fireplace, and passes through to the kitchen with bar seating. The open 

ground floor addresses the client’s specification to spend the majority of their time in these 

spaces. The U-shaped stair, lit by a full-height southern window and a clerestory, leads to the 

second floor that is occupied by two bedrooms and a full bathroom to accommodate the two 

residents. The basement offers essentials like laundry and mechanical and storage spaces, with 

an additional guest bedroom or office [Figure 50-62].

final design
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figure 49: site plan, 1:300

N



figure 50: plans, 1:150
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figure 51: elevations, 1:200

figure 52: longitudinal and cross sections, 1:200



figure 54: exterior view, looking towards the house from the driveway
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figure 53: exterior view, looking towards the house from the laneway approach

figure 55: exterior view, patio
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figure 57: exterior view, address

figure 56: exterior view, front door
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figure 58: interior view, living room looking towards the kitchen

figure 59: interior view, kitchen

figure 60: interior view, upstairs office in second bedroom
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figure 61: interior view, looking down the stairs



Three images of the living room serve to highlight how materials might affect the interpretation 
of the space; three material palettes show how various conditions can be qualitatively perceived 
differently despite the living room’s quantifiable daylighting results remaining the same.

figure 62: living room, comparing material palettes

light floor, ceiling, and walls

dark floor, wood ceiling

dark floor, wood ceiling, and dark kitchen cabinets
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The final design had an energy demand of 7,689 kWh/yr. It was also modelled as a two-

storey house without a basement to compare it to the two case studies, where basements were 

excluded from modelling [Figure 63]. Its demand, then, was 5,692 kWh/yr, in comparison to Elle’s 

demand of 7,039 kWh (19.2% difference) and Lungo’s demand of 6,164 kWh/yr (7.7% difference).

The average DA for both levels was 17.7% [Figure 64]. This average is similar to those 

of Elle and Lungo, however the new home’s numbers were more moderate and comparable 

between levels. A difference exists where the ground floors of Elle and Lungo yielded far lower 

numbers, with a large difference existing between Lungo’s first and second floors.

This house was a product of a defined methodology that collapses performance and 

aesthetics into one. The result is home that is bright and efficient (in both energy usage and 

scale), maximizes its small site, equally acknowledges quality and quantity, and appropriately 

communicates the client’s wishes. While there is always room for improvement — for instance, 

the bedrooms and living room could be bigger — the home is the best solution to result from 

following the methodology, which has exhibited that alternative architectural practices can be 

successfully tested and implemented on residential projects.
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figure 63: comparing quantitative results across three houses
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figure 64: comparing qualitative results across three houses

new house

Elle

Lungo



_CONCLUSION

conclusion
postscript



This thesis’ intent was to arm myself with useful tools of practice; these tools — whether 

in the form of a rules of thumbs handbook, a checklist, or, what would become the most viable 

option, a workflow method — would provide me with practical skills and knowledge when 

entering the profession. Guiding these ideas were my personal inclinations towards residential 

architecture, namely that a home should respond to its occupants, site, and environment in a 

thoughtful and deliberate fashion. The question I sought to answer was, how might design 

and, by extension, architecture respond to and strike a balance between these quantitative and 

qualitative demands?

This personal search produced these various studies, culminating in a design 

methodology. They offer a scrutinizing lens through which to view the practice of architecture, 

one that stresses rigour and consciousness by providing a distinctive work and thought process 

for designers. The research, and its application in the tangible form of the concluding design 

project, has demonstrated how my practice might become more accountable. Most notably, 

the methodical study of quantitative and qualitative aspects has highlighted the effects and 

interconnectedness of these decisions on overall design and performance; what might appear 

as disparate elements are quite intertwined.

There is no simple, straightforward answer to achieving a perfect equilibrium between 

design and efficiency — as a reflection of our own lives, there is always compromise. My 

personal task, then, is to find the best compromise that inspires delight and fulfilment in both 

occupation and performance, and the other implications of these decisions, including the 

quantity of energy expended, internal flow, the introduction of useful light, and other factors 

that have been explored. In order for architectural practice to combat the numerous local, 

national, and global issues I have personally come to view, compromise — or perhaps stability 

or balance — is key, because I think exorbitance in any regard will simply result in deficiency in 

another.

In this vein, I hope that this methodology and research will be my springboard into the 

profession and the foundation upon which I can build the knowledge and expertise that will be 

added to this toolkit. Any type of change is first enacted on a small scale, therefore this document 

will certainly serve as my guide and will hopefully affect valuable change in my personal 

architectural vocation. If its influence might move beyond my sphere and into the broader 

field, I believe that there is always room for positive change, no matter the size of the action.

conclusion
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The objectives and scope of the thesis evolved several times to acknowledge 

changing expectations. At its inception, my goal was to uncover trends that would place more 

responsibility on the architect in the early design phases; ideally, the research would support 

the claim that design choices — both simple and complex moves — could have an equal or 

greater impact on energy efficiency than green technologies. The comparative analysis 

revealed that modelling programs were not very sensitive to such changes; for instance, a 

change in numbers occurs if the façade’s window-to-wall ratio is altered, but no difference 

is indicated if a window were to shift its position on the same wall. This conclusion, paired 

with the quantitative analysis’ substantial reductions in energy efficiency, called for a shift in 

scope, one that expanded to include qualitative considerations to weight their effects (and, 

therefore, notions more concerned with design rather than technology) against the previous, 

more technical studies.

My expectation that the onus should mainly be placed on the architect, rather than 

technology, was adjusted in light of the findings — the qualitative and quantitative research, then, 

attempted to address the question of design versus technology in a new fashion, one different 

from the initial goals of the thesis to tackle these questions through more general formal design 

means. While my expectations were altered, and there was some disappointment in arriving 

at that realization, I am glad that they changed, because the result was an interesting study that 

balanced two different but complimentary aspects. Similar to the conclusions of this thesis, I 

was met with compromise and discussion but, in the end, this negotiation resulted in balance.

Envelope upgrades and daylighting analysis are simply two of many variables in the 

equation of energy efficiency. While these studies begin to delve into the complex nature 

of efficiency (and, in contrast and cooperation, effectiveness), there are many other avenues 

worth exploring, including:

• the use of healthy materials and considering their impact over their lifecycles;

• the lifecycle of inhabitants: aging-in-place, accessibility, and how the house might 

adapt to its owners’ changing needs and expectations;

• green technology and the harnessing and use of renewable energies, including 

solar panel integration, geothermal heating, and green construction practices like 

double skin façades and thermal storage walls;

postscript
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• manufacturing approaches, including prefabrication, tilt-up structures, and 

modular construction, and the implications of their use of resources, labour, and 

transportation;

• advanced fabrication including 3D printing, computer numerical control (CNC), 

and laser cutting;

• parametric design, responsive façades, and ‘smart’ technologies.

Additional investigation would certainly add value to the discussion of balance in all 

aspects of architecture; the more variables that are considered as part of the whole, the more 

a comprehensive picture can be painted, and the more we can understand the connection 

between our inputs and outputs, and our actions and their consequences. Like with this thesis, 

these ideas could be also explored in terms of renovations to existing structures, thereby 

improving the existing building stock and reducing the amount of waste and energy produced 

by new builds. Conversely, as demonstrated by this thesis, these concepts would be beneficial 

if integrated in the very early stages of design. My personal interests lie in the realm of 

construction techniques and the integration of complementary technology — this might serve 

as the primary investigation for the next phase of study to aptly connect the findings of this 

thesis and further research.

As demonstrated with the ideas above, there is no shortage of innovative approaches 

that will undoubtedly become integral to future residential design and construction practices. 

Any number of these concepts could be incorporated into further research inspired by this 

thesis, demonstrating that the future of architectural practice is malleable and capable of 

positive change.
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glossary and abbreviations

airtightness
a quality measured in air changes per hour (ACH) that describes the degree to which the 
building envelope resists the movement of air (Natural Resources Canada, “The EnerGuide Housing 

Glossary - Definitions”)

air changes per hour (ACH)
the number of times in an hour the entire volume of air is replaced in a home (Fundamentals of 
Residential Construction, 703)

air source heat pump
an exterior unit that transfers warm air between the interior and exterior according to the 
season, serving both heating and cooling requirements (Mechanical and Electrical Equipment, 466)

daylight autonomy (DA)
a metric that denotes a percentage of time that an area receives sufficient daylight over the 
course of a year (Dynamic Daylight Performance Metrics, 10)

daylighting
a study concerned with optimizing the use of natural light to decrease dependency on and 
use of artificial lighting (Window Systems for High-Performance Buildings, 376)

design
the formal result of a number of factors pertaining to taste, restrictions, and realities

EnergyStar
a rating system and program that establishes a high level of energy efficiency for products

energy efficiency
when energy is saved due to a decrease in its demand by occupant behaviour or equipment 
(Mechanical and Electrical Equipment, 13)

envelope
the element separating interior space from the exterior, sheltering the inhabited space from 
the elements, and consisting of walls, roofs, foundations, floors, windows, and doors (Energy 
Efficiency Trends, 50)
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ACH
air changes per hour

AEC
Architecture, Engineering, & Construction

BIM
Building Information Modelling

CMHC
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation

DA
daylighting autonomy, measured in 
a percentage

HVAC
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

kWh
kilowatt-hours, unit of measurement for energy

kWh/m²
kilowatt-hours per square metre, unit of 
measurement for energy per area

LED
light-emitting diode
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laneway house
an independent dwelling unit residing at the rear of the same lot as a principal dwelling 
(whether detached, semi-detached, or a townhouse) and accessed by a laneway, or 
secondary road (City of Toronto, “Changing Lanes: Overview”)

lux
the metric unit of illuminance

net-zero energy
a high standard of construction that dictates that the building must generate as much or more 
on-site renewable energy than it consumes so that its overall impact is neutral (Canadian Home 

Builders’ Association, “Builders’ Manual,” 392)

passive solar gain
the amount of heat introduced into a space through the admission of solar radiation through 
windows, doors, and other glazing (Natural Resources Canada, “The EnerGuide Housing Glossary - 

Definitions”)

performance
describes how well energy supply is matched with energy demand; the result of a home’s 
inputs and outputs

qualitative
relating to something measured in terms of its character or composition

quantitative
relating to something measured in terms of its number or amount

rainscreen
wall construction approach where a cavity is added between the exterior finish and the rest 
of the wall assembly to protect it from any unwanted moisture penetrating the finish, allowing 
the precipitation to evaporate or drain down and out of the bottom of the cavity (Wood Frame 
Envelopes, 5.9.)

secondary energy
the byproduct — in the form of electricity or heat — of raw fuel (primary energy) (EnergyStar, “The 

difference between source and site energy”)

single family home
a dwelling type that stands apart from other buildings or units and intended to house one or 
more people (Energy Efficiency Trends, 46, 49)

site energy
a measurement of energy at its end destination, excluding the energy expended to produce 
and transport it (EnergyStar, “The difference between source and site energy”)

system
the network of various parts, mechanisms, and equipment that allow a building to function

sustainability
the conscious practice of living within one’s means without jeopardizing the ability of future 
generations to do the same (Fundamentals of Residential Construction, 33)

workflow
the architectural design process
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figure C1: Iteration 1B, BEopt results
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figure C2: Iteration 1B, Revit results
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figure C3: Iteration 1C, BEopt results
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figure C4: Iteration 1C, Revit results
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figure C5: Iteration 2A, BEopt results
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figure C6: Iteration 2A, Revit results
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figure C7: Iteration 2B, BEopt results
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figure C8: Iteration 2B, Revit results
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figure C9: Iteration 2C, BEopt results
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figure C10: Iteration 2C, Revit results
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figure D1: “Wood siding wall at floor” detail used for the case studies’ envelope 
[The Canadian Wood Council, Wood Frame Envelopes: Best Practice Guide 
Building Technology (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1999), 7-14.]
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figure D2: Elle, sections showing envelope upgrades

figure D3: Lungo, sections showing envelope upgrades
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figure E1: Elle bedroom/studio, three window variations results, 1:200
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figure E2: Elle master bedroom, three window variations results, 1:200
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figure E3: Elle family room, three window variations results, 1:200
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figure E4: Elle kitchen, three window variations results, 1:200
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figure E5: Elle living/dining room, three window variations results, 1:200
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figure E6: Lungo bedroom, three window variations results, 1:200
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figure E7: Lungo master bedroom, three window variations results, 1:200
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figure E8: Lungo living room, three window variations results, 1:200
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figure E9: Lungo kitchen/dining, three window variations results, 1:200
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table E3: Elle and Lungo, daylighting results before

table E4: Elle and Lungo, daylighting results after
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table E5:
window dimensions
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appendix F:  Methodology

figure F1: massing 01 site plan, 1:300
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figure F2: massing 02 site plan, 1:300
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figure F3: massing 03 site plan, 1:300
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figure F4: massing 04 site plan, 1:300
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figure F5: massing 05 site plan, 1:300
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figure F6: massing 06 site plan, 1:300
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table F1: massing, quantitative and qualitative results
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